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Image Processing
in

Astrophotography

Taking an Image is just
the Begining!



 The term “image processing” covers a
huge area in processing techniques and
complexity

 It ranges from the most basic use of

contrast and brightness controls to
sophisticated deconvolution and digital
enhancement techniques



A Very Wise Astro Photographer
once said.........

“In astrophotography the image capture process is the
collection of a very precious raw ingredient…………….

In any captured image there are both precious photons and
‘unruly” photons’. Unruly photons are either unwanted or
misplaced

Successful astro photos depend on isolating, salvaging,
harvesting, hiding and aligning the most precious photons from
the garbage.”

Attributed to Ted Dobosz



 Monitor Calibration ensures ”Apples Are Apples’’

 What the screen shows when you have finished processing your
image should be similar to what your audience sees on their
computers screens

 All monitors should be calibrated to ensure others are seeing the

What you see is not what someone else sees!!

 All monitors should be calibrated to ensure others are seeing the
image as it was intended. Many online resources – Also Calabrize is a
free downloadable program

? ?





Isolating, Removing and Hiding Unruly Photons

Yum Yum !



What do Unruly Photons look like in Images?





Electronic Noise

Unruly Photons from Where?

There are several sources of unwanted photons that introduce
imperfections into all astro images.



Optical FaultsOptical Faults –– Chromatic Aberrations, comaChromatic Aberrations, coma

Tracking Errors

Stacking / Alignment Errors

The trick is to isolate and modify or remove unwanted information.
When that fails hide the im[perfections or crop them out!



Beginners & Single Images – DSLR and Smartphones

 They usually look a bit dull or dark for deep sky images because of
a lack of sensitivity. Usually the ISO is cranked up.

 The beauty is that you don’t worry about stacking or alignment.
You get what you get but you can do basic enhancementsYou get what you get but you can do basic enhancements

 Stretching, Contrast and Brightness are your first tools of choice
BUT ...... Noise becomes a big issue for jpeg images so shoot RAW if
possible

 Noise reduction becomes your best friend to lessen noise

 Bright images like the moon are always easier to process



Short Exposures & High ISO on Faint Objects
= NOISY IMAGES



Curve /Levels Stretching Plus Noise Reduction =



Generic Image Processing Software I Most Frequently Use
Photoshop ( CS2 Version is now Free from Adobe Website)

 Photoshop CS2 is a powerful general image processing
program that can work wonders with your image

 There are several free and/or inexpensive astro plug ins
that can be added to the program to have more astrothat can be added to the program to have more astro
specific capabilities

 There are several other free software that can be used to
enhance your image (listed at end of presentation)



Load: Stack IMG_4462 from
NGC4945 Folder



Multi - Images & Stacking for DSLR , CCD’s & Smartphones

 Stacking and Alignment of multiple images makes a big difference
to your image processing – Less Noise!!

 Almost all top notch images are multi stack of sub exposures

 The hassle is that you have stacking or alignment issues. You need
to start looking at software that automates the process for you

 Stretching, Contrast and Brightness are still your first tools of
choice after the alignment and stacking BUT ...... Noise is much
easier to handle!



Astro Specific Software is best for Stacking DSLR Images
(Many Use DSS – Deep Sky Stacker) Its Free!

 Let’s take a quick look at DSS and the NGC4945

 There are several other free stacking &
lignment software that can be used to enhancelignment software that can be used to enhance
your image (listed at end of presentation)



2 hours Aligned &
Stacked NGC4945

Single 2 minute Exposure
NGC4945



Load DSS: Stacks in 4945
Folder



Tricolour Images Need Alignment & Stacking in separate
colours (RGB) – Best Done with Astro Specific Software

Blue Stacked &
Aligned

Green Stacked &
Aligned

Red Stacked &
Aligned

RGB
Aligned Image



++

RED FILTER GREEN FILTER BLUE FILTER RGB
Colour

Tricolour is Used in Planetary Mono Imageing – Best Done
with Astro Specific Software

+ +



+
+

RED FILTER GREEN FILTER CLEAR FILTER

Tricolour is Used in CCD Mono Images – Best Done with
Astro Specific Software

+

BLUE FILTER+ + +



 Let’s take a brief look at Tricolour
planetary and CCD alignment & stacking
using MaximDL

 There are several other free stacking &
alignment software that can be used toalignment software that can be used to
enhance your image (listed at end of
presentation)



Load: Mars folder Red Green Blue
Load: NGC1365 folder



Mosaics – Expanding Your View!

 Two or more images are merged to create a larger field or panorama

 The technique is great to get both a large vista and the ability to
zoom into detail if required

 The biggest problem is to hide the area where the two or more
images overlap. A lack of overlap is a disaster!

 Photoshop CS2 has a simple merge function that works fine

Load: Moon Pano Right Middle left



Mosaics Need a Generous Overlap & Consistent Exposure



Three images merged in Photoshop or Stitching Software



Load: Moon Pano folder



Sharpening and Deconvolution

 Sharpening removes the blurring from the atmospheric movements

 It is most effective on planets, moon and the sun.

 Simple sharpening affects all the image equally and advanced Simple sharpening affects all the image equally and advanced
sharpening targets different sized features in the image

 Photoshop can apply selective sharpening for different sized features

 Usually the best sharpening method is deconvolution that attempts to
reconstruct the original detail based on the typical blurring effects of
the atmosphere. It tries to reverse the blur.



Original Stacked Image Deconvolved Image



Load: Moon Folder 2016-04-26_T_01-40-41-0004_Lcrop.tif



Animation – Bringing Images to Life

 Is used to show changes and movement over time

 Usually used for planet rotation, solar prominences and comets

 Requires many still images that can be used to generate a movie in

various formatsvarious formats

 Critical to the process is to have great alignment between the frames

and enough frames to make the animation look smooth













$$$$

Latest versions of Photoshop - $1200
Paintshop Pro - $115

Generic Image Processing Software (Gets the Basics Done)

Free
GIMP
Paint.NET
Photoshop CS2Paintshop Pro - $115

PhotoDirector - $85
Autopano (mosaics) - $150
Search online

Photoshop CS2
Picasa
Hugin & ICE (mosaics)
Many others just
Image J
Search online

These programs will help you manage both astro photos and day to day photos. They are
all known as post processing programs. Prices as at May 2016



Astro Specific Processing Software

$$$$
Astroart - $200
Nebulosity - $120
Pixinsight - $245
Star Tools - $65

Free
IRIS
Autostakkert
 Registax
 AvistackStar Tools - $65

CCD Stack - $130
MaximDL – $690
ImagesPlus - $330
 Annies Tools (Plug-In $20)
AstroTools (Plug-In $30)
AstraImage - $60

 Avistack
Deep Sky Stacker
PIPP
Winjupos
Photoshop Plug ins

The paid programs frequently combine both camera control and sophisticated image
processing for astro photos. The free programs typically target the “pre-processing” of
images such as stacking. Prices as at May 2016



THANKS!
Any questions?Any questions?


